
Scaffold Designer is an innovative but 
simple course development tool designed 
specifically to help faculty build their 
online courses.  Its easy-to-use features 
and guided step-by-step process 
eliminates the status-quo of traditional 
lengthy, arduous, time-intensive course 
development models.

Build courses that meet and exceed 
academic standards in a matter of hours.

Guided course development: Easy-to-
use, step-by-step guide for building 
courses

!

Outcomes builder: Course objectives 
matched to outcomes using featured 
built-in Bloom’s Taxonomy builder

"

Available in prominent LMS 
Platforms: Blackboard Ultra and 
Canvas (D2L coming soon)

#

Meet the first fully-integrated course 
development tool for academic leaders

Course development: Made easy. Made for faculty.

- Christina McKay, J.D.

Scaffold Designer gave us a checklist so that everything was covered—all the main components of a 
course that need to be created were spelled out. It easily walks you through the course development 
process, and, if you get stuck, the notes guide you.



Save time: Significantly reduce course 
development time—build a course in 
mere hours

!

Create engaging & robust courses 
easily: faculty-friendly, plug-and-play, 
guided course creation tools without 
needing HTML

!

Build consistency in course-design: 
centralized content for institutional 
messaging & guidelines

"

Take charge of your course development

Build better courses today

Faculty who use Scaffold Designer will immediately notice how these stand-out features 
simplify and speed up the course development process. Designer puts course 
development back in the hands of the experts.

Founded by educators, K16 Solutions is eliminating the LMS challenges institutions across the globe have 
traditionally faced. Using state-of-the-art technology, K16 Solutions can quickly and efficiently migrate courses from 
one LMS system to another, help faculty more easily build best-in-class courses, and provide other custom LMS 
services. To learn more, visit www.k16solutions.com

Instead of doing what’s easiest first, the 
faculty member will progress through a 
logical process. And, the most 
important thing is that there is a parallel 
structure throughout the course—
anyone using Scaffold Designer has a 
comprehensive map.

- Dr. Rachel Sandomir

Scaffold Designer offers a step-by-step, guided 
development process that auto populates content and 
aligns with your institution's messaging. Faculty will 
also be able to map course objectives to outcomes 
using Designer’s Bloom’s Taxonomy Builder to
ensure courses meet and exceed even the most 
rigorous academic standards. 

No web design skills? No problem. Designer’s
course development templates offer pre-built pages 
and modules that simplify course design. Faculty
can even embed YouTube videos straight into a 
course, all without the need for HTML or advanced 
technical skills.

http://www.k16solutions.com



